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1-Introduction

18
In electrical traction applications, compact geometry and maximum torque density of motors are obtained by 19 increasing the rotating speed [1, 2] , with ensuing high conversion frequencies, greater iron losses, and decreasing 20 efficiency. A compromise must then be found at the design stage between these competing issues, a reason for 21 requiring accurate broadband magnetic loss characterization of the laminations used in the machine cores and a 22 relatively simple implementation of loss modeling. The loss decomposition procedure, including the case of 23 distorted induction, is the standard modeling response to the loss phenomenology at low-to-medium frequencies, 24 where the skin effect can be neglected [3, 4] . Starting from solid physical analysis, it provides a simple three-25 term expression for the measured energy loss W(f) = W hyst + W class (f) + W exc (f), where the quasi-static term W hyst 26 combines with a dynamic contribution W dyn (f) = W class (f) + W exc (f), the sum of the classical and the excess 27 components, which depend on the magnetizing frequency like f and f 1/2 , respectively [3] . When, under 28 increasing f, eddy current shielding gives rise to skin depth comparable to or lower than the lamination half- 
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Experimental results have shown that conventional loss separation can be applied, in the absence of skin 33 effect, to the two-dimensional losses, and one can express, in particular, the rotational losses as W ( 
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We have employed a recently developed 2D setup, based on a three-phase magnetizer [11] , to attain 39 rotational induction levels of technical interest (e.g. J p = 1.5 T and beyond) in non-oriented steel sheets up to the 40 kHz range [12] . We have investigated, in particular, the rotational loss behavior versus frequency of low-carbon 41 steel sheets, 0.640 mm thick, up to 1 kHz and peak polarization J p = [J/m 3 ]
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